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MADE IN JAPAN 

“  I want  to make an architecture that could be designed even by a child. It 

is a wish of clarity. Nevertheless and at the same time, I want this clear 

architecture to contain an incomprehensible diversity “.(Sou Fujimoto). 

 

Again the lively experience of architecture, the trip; again the perception of the sublime 

revealed with an apparent simplicity, the restrained effort; again the latent complexity in refined 

solutions, the mastery of the millenary heritage. As José Antonio Marina quoted, “ (…) the ideal 

creation is achieved when effort is transfigured into grace. Dance always seemed to me a 

magnificent show due to the fact that behind its agility there were many hours of hard training.” 1 

After our previous rapprochement to China during our 2008 trip, the arrival to Japan in 2010 

made us able to complete our oriental cultural sight at two of its most dense and lucid national 

expressions by using a similar approximation strategy in both situations: a first approach to the 

historical and traditional background, Beijing-Kyoto, and an open continuity to contemporary 

frameworks, Shanghai-Tokyo. Two different poles that, nevertheless, interface with subtle 

conceptual and formal bonds. 

A sensitive impression induces on us an almost unconscious reflection where space-temporal 

interweaves between the modern movement architecture and the quiet Japanese masterpieces 

are revealed; Wright, Le Corbusier, Taut, Mies, Gropius, Rietveld, Eames, come into resonance 

with the legacy opened out in front of our senses. Japanese house´s spatial fluidity and box  

breakage at Wright; pillar and beam structural system and free plan at Le Corbusier; horizontal 

and isotropic flotation on the temple buildings and antigravitational architecture at Mies; tatami´s 

modulation and prefabrication and standardized experiences at Gropius. And in Los Angeles, at 

the Eames house, the married couple seated in a Japanese way while enjoying its oriental 

essence construction. 

  

             

 

The Japanese house, with the Nara´s machiya as its most elaborated example – being this city 

the first permanent capital of the Empire -,  is a real paradigm of functionality, technology and 

exactness, a true microcosm assembled in fusion with its private courtyards, nakaniwas, and 

gardens. The Shoji, movable and unsettled partition wall, located onto a structural concept that 

frees its enclosures, makes possible to perform addition as an organic system, sieving natural 



landscape´s  light, air circulation and vision. The rooms´s interplay develops through sliding 

elements, where the door plays the role of another connection piece rather than a sudden break 

between spaces as well as the window, changing hole into clear and opaque gradients that 

articulates with the Engawa, genuine filter or layer indistinctly external and internal, where nature 

penetrates the house and the house does it inside nature, as an Inter.Media notion.3 

                           

    

And for the first time we become conscious about the philosophical stratum that fosters this 

spatial experience; taoism and Lao Tsé already underlined the genuine beauty of an empty 

room, beyond its physical boundaries, aesthetic ideal aspiring to emptiness, divesting matter of 

accessories. Zen Budism introduced this vision of the Japanese house making its construction 

more radically nude, restrictive and essential. 

We admire Sukiya style, ( XVII century ), tea ceremony origin, a low scale, micro, simple, with a 

delicate and a fragile style, without an ornament and direct, where the search for pure beauty  

prevails, radically divesting  the superficial elements  in an act of exquisite refinement. And we 

become fascinated by the ephemeral character of a construction done with some erect and 

dismantle elements, without touching the ground, subtly standing over a few points, as a non 

rooted to earth gesture, as an accent on its lightness and weightlessness. No, the Japanese 

house is not a refuge; is a house intimately incardinated with nature, where garden is treated as a 

domesticated space, accurately shaped and arranged, as a reflection of mankind´s order on 

the surrounding nature. The Japanese path gives form to the Le Corbusier´s Promenade 

architectural by articulating consecutive approaches to the inner sides of inhabiting. 

 

 



And suddenly Tokyo´s city diagram  deploys in front of us, as a large chaotic extension spreads 

out in 23 districts or “ ku “, as a multiple action plan where physical and virtual flows coexist and 

its limes becomes blurred, ambiguous. The city is more a system that swallows data and 

movements up than an urban landscape of buildings. Probably there is no other nation in the 

world that has jumped into modernity in such a radical and intense way as Japan has. Always 

looking at its Chinese neighbour, and more recently  at the occidental world, with an Oitsuke, 

Oikose, attitude, reaching and exceeding, without searching for conclusive and final answers but 

rather for directions, with a concept of michi ( way ), where one learns by making, in a perpetual 

evolution and change.  

 

As a drawn into a continuous movement inhabitant, a product of globalization, unaware of   

permanent bonds with a lineage or a specific place, with a fuzzy and mutable profile, able to 

socialize through the web, virtual agora of the new millennium, the nomad emerges. 4 

Tokyo, inhabited city by the new nomads, defined by a continuous circulation of invisible and 

intangible flows of information and data; that gets materialized on a global magma, as a 

continuous landscape, blurred, vague, elusive, without an inside or an outside, without a defined 

limes, like the traditional house but at an unfathomable scale. 5 

  



Architecture is made nowadays by means of using increasingly faster ways, designs are made 

even more quickly, trips are made at a higher and higher speed, buildings are visited even 

before they are finished. There is a lack of time for reflection, analysis, meditation and solitude. 

Inside the Japanese culture, capable to assume a simultaneous coexistence of diverse 

contradictions, Tokyo stands as a paradigm of this mutable and unstable reality, but at the same 

time is capable to produce architectures gifted with an extreme  subtlety and density.6 

And we get surprised when finding the overlap of kitsch productions of postmodern ornamental 

pastiche punctuated by the pachinkos, with the flowering of new avant-garde generations that 

actualize the architectural traditional legacy, Tadao Ando, Toyo Ito, Waro Kishi, Hitoshi Abe, 

Kengo Kuma, Shigeru Ban, Bow-Wow, Sanaa, Sou Fujimoto, Kazuhiro Kojima, Kazuko Akamatsu, 

Junya Ishigami, …, by means of actions that materialize lightness, exactness, visibility, multiplicity 

and consistency as a presence of the absence, in the same way old artisan and craftsmen used 

to build their nomadic homes and the monks their sacred temples.7 

  

         

 

1 José Antonio Marina, “ Theory of the creative intelligence”. 

2 Junichiro Tanizaki, “ Praise to the shade ” 

3 Muriel Barbery, “  The hedgehog´s elegance ” 

4 Gilles Deleuze y Félix Guattari, “ A thousand plateaux ” 

5 Toyo Ito, “ Nomad girl from Tokyo” 

6 Italo Calvino, “ Six nemos for the next millennium” 

7 Juan Antonio Cortés, “ New consistency ” 
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